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The President - Miguel Asturias 2019-08-01
The President tells the story of a ruthless
dictator and his schemes to dispose of a political
adversary in an unnamed country usually
identified as Guatemala. Drawing on his
experience as a journalist writing under
repressive conditions, Miguel Angel Asturias
provides a blazing indictment of totalitarian
government and its damaging psychological
effects on society - from the harvest of terror to
cowardice, to sycophancy, to treachery and
intrigue, and the total sacrifice of human values
to lust for power. Written in a language of
freedom and originality, full of extraordinary
symbolism, biting satire, poetry and dream
sequences, with an imagination that is both
lyrical and ferocious, The President is a
surrealist masterpiece and one of the most
influential books of the twentieth century.
El Señor Presidente - Miguel Ángel Asturias
1960

committed suicide in 1990, ending a life of
constant struggle against repression. In a
farewell note, Arenas wrote: Due to my delicate
state of health and to the terrible depression
that causes me not to be able to continue writing
and struggling for the freedom of Cuba, I am
ending my life ... I do not want to convey to you
a message of defeat, but of continued struggle
and hope. Cuba will be free. I already am.
(signed) Reinaldo Arenas
Vox Super-Mini Spanish and English
Dictionary, 3rd Edition - Vox 2012-05-25
The bestselling Spanish-English dictionary
perfect for home, school, and work The Vox
Super-Mini Spanish and English Dictionary has
helped Spanish-language learners read, write,
and understand this popular language more
successfully than any other portable dictionary
on the market. This new edition of this
bestselling Vox title has been expanded with 32
additional pages and has been revised and
updated from front to back. Reset to provide
maximum legibility and redesigned for a clearer
and more contemporary layout, this handy A-to-Z
reference contains all the essential Spanish
words required for quick communication and
comprehension. Inside you'll find: 15,000
headwords and more than 24,500 translations
Clearer typography for improved readability
Updated coverage of contemporary Spanish
language and life
Deep Rivers - José María Arguedas 2002-03-28
Fiction. In English translation. Jos Mara
Arguedas is one of the few Latin American
authors who loved and described his natural
surroundings, and he ranks among the greatest

Before Night Falls - Reinaldo Arenas
2010-12-09
Reinaldo Arenas was born to a poverty-stricken
family in rural Cuba. By the time of his death in
New York four decades later, he had become one
of Cuba's most important poets, an outspoken
critic of Castro's regime and one of the leading
gay voices of the twentieth century. In Before
Night Falls, Arenas tells of his odyssey from
young rebel fighting for the Revolution, through
his suppression as a writer, his disillusionment
with Castro, his imprisonment and torture, to his
eventual exile from Cuba to New York, where in
1987 he was diagnosed with AIDS. He
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writers of any time and place. He saw the beauty
of the Peruvian landscape, as well as the
grimness of social conditions in the Andes,
through the eyes of the Indians who are a part of
it. Ernesto, the narrator of Deep Rivers, is a
child with origins in two worlds. The son of a
wandering country lawyer, he is brought up by
Indian servants until he enters a Catholic
boarding school at age 14. In this urban Spanish
environment he is a misfit and a loner. The
conflict of the Indian and the Spanish cultures is
acted out within him as it was in the life of
Arguedas. For the boy Ernesto, salvation is his
world of dreams and memories. While Arguedas
poetry was published in Quechua, he invented a
language for his novels in which he used native
syntax with Spanish vocabulary. This makes
translation into other languages extremely
difficult, and Frances Horning Barraclough has
done a masterful job, winning the 1978
Translation Center Award from Columbia
University.
No More Kissing! - Emma Chichester Clark
2018-02-01
"I wish no one had invented kissing." Momo
doesn't approve of kissing. He especially doesn't
like being kissed. So he sets out on a campaign
to stop it. But then his brand new baby brother
arrives. Can Momo work out what will stop him
crying?
Brave New World - Aldous Huxley 2011-07-01
Ranked as one of the 100 best English-language
novels of the 20th century by the Modern
Library, Brave New World is one of the first truly
dystopian novels. The title’s fantastic world is
derived from Huxley’s understanding of history
and current events—including the aftermath of
the Russian Revolution and World War I—and its
depiction of the conflict between progress and
the human spirit still resonates today.
Pima Bajo - Zarina Estrada Fernández 1996

relieve her father's debts, Lady Alyce Fitzmartin
vows never to love her unwanted husband, but
she soon discovers an unexpected passion in the
arms of a man forced to walk a perilous line
between a tyrannical king and a plot to
overthrown the Crown. Original.
Bruna and Her Sisters in the Sleeping City Alicia Yánez Cossío 1999
A magic-realism novel set in Ecuador which
traces an eccentric family's history from the
Conquest to modern times. One woman paints
her face white for a portrait to hide her Indian
origin, another weaves a carpet intended to
stretch to Rome so as to encourage the Pope to
visit.
El ciempiés bailarín - Begoña Ibarrola
2011-02-02
En el campo vivían muchos animales, que eran
muy buenos amigos y se ayudaban en lo que
podían. No había nadie mejor que el ciempiés
para alegrar cualquier fiesta con sus bailes. Un
día aceptó, pero con una condición. Un cuento
sobre la gratitud.
An Apology for Idlers - Robert Louis Stevenson
2009-08-27
An irresistible invitation to reject the work ethic
and enjoy life's simple pleasures (such as
laughing, drinking and lying in the open air),
Robert Louis Stevenson's witty and seminal
essay on the joys of idleness is accompanied
here by his writings on, among other things,
growing old, visiting unpleasant places and the
overwhelming experience of falling in love.
Throughout history, some books have changed
the world. They have transformed the way we
see ourselves - and each other. They have
inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution.
They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and
comforted. They have enriched lives - and
destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the
works of the great thinkers, pioneers, radicals
and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization
and helped make us who we are
Inspector Croc's Emotion-O-Meter - Susanna
Isern 2018-05-15
To start your exciting journey around the world
of emotions, you just have to spin your
EMOTION-O-METER.
Aisthesis - Jacques Ranciere 2013-06-04
Composed in a series of scenes,
Aisthesis–Rancière’s definitive statement on the

Tear Thief - Carol Ann Duffy 2009
Why does the magical Tear Thief catch
children's tears as they fall? Find out in this
moving tale about how we express our feelings.
Lyrical text by Carol Ann Duffy, one of the most
prominent poets writing today, makes this a
lovely read-aloud.
Bartered Bride - Anne Avery 1999
Forced to marry Robert Wardell in order to
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aesthetic–takes its reader from Dresden in 1764
to New York in 1941. Along the way, we view the
Belvedere Torso with Winckelmann, accompany
Hegel to the museum and Mallarmé to the
Folies-Bergère, attend a lecture by Emerson,
visit exhibitions in Paris and New York, factories
in Berlin, and film sets in Moscow and
Hollywood. Rancière uses these sites and
events—some famous, others forgotten—to ask
what becomes art and what comes of it. He
shows how a regime of artistic perception and
interpretation was constituted and transformed
by erasing the specificities of the different arts,
as well as the borders that separated them from
ordinary experience. This incisive study provides
a history of artistic modernity far removed from
the conventional postures of modernism.
The Silver Chair - C. S. Lewis 2022-08-01
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special
edition of "The Silver Chair" by C. S. Lewis.
DigiCat Publishing considers every written word
to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book
has been carefully reproduced for republishing
in a new modern format. The books are available
in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you
will treat this work with the acknowledgment
and passion it deserves as a classic of world
literature.
The Garden of Forking Paths - Octavio Zaya
1998
Tendenser i latinamerikansk samtidskunst,
illustreret ved gengivelse af 24 kunstneres
værker inden for den eksperimenterende kunst.
Hopscotch - Julio Cortazar 2014-08-05
Translated by Gregory Rabassa, winner of the
National Book Award for Translation, 1967
Horacio Oliveira is an Argentinian writer who
lives in Paris with his mistress, La Maga,
surrounded by a loose-knit circle of bohemian
friends who call themselves "the Club." A child's
death and La Maga's disappearance put an end
to his life of empty pleasures and intellectual
acrobatics, and prompt Oliveira to return to
Buenos Aires, where he works by turns as a
salesman, a keeper of a circus cat which can
truly count, and an attendant in an insane
asylum. Hopscotch is the dazzling, freewheeling
account of Oliveira's astonishing adventures.
Azul - Rubén Darío 2021-03-24
Azul... (1888) is a book of stories and poems by
Rubén Darío. Written while the poet was living
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in Chile, Azul... has been recognized as a
pioneering work of Hispanic Modernism that
launched the career of a leading Latin American
poet. Both experimental and traditional, Azul...
blends Darío’s concern over the sustainability of
modern life with his abiding interest in the
myths and magic of ancient cultures. Infused
with classical symbolism, inspired by the myth
and philosophy of Ancient Greece, Rubén Darío’s
Azul... bridges the gap between ancient and
modern. Rather than focus on the differences
between the two, he envisions the past as a
living entity, allowing history and fantasy to
coincide with the social realities of his time. In
these poems and stories, fairies from the plays of
Shakespeare appear alongside the working men
and women of Latin America. Dreams coincide
with a reality mired in poverty, labor, and
passionless social climbing. Poets and port
workers sing and die in a city of ghostly beauty.
Azul... is less a book than it is an experience, and
nearly a century and a half after its publication it
remains one worth the taking. With a beautifully
designed cover and professionally typeset
manuscript, this edition of Rubén Darío’s Azul...
is a classic of Nicaraguan literature reimagined
for modern readers.
The Thorn Birds - Colleen McCullough
2010-05-11
One of the most beloved novels of all time,
Colleen McCullough's magnificent saga of
dreams, struggles, dark passions, and forbidden
love in the Australian outback has enthralled
readers the world over. The Thorn Birds is a
chronicle of three generations of Clearys—an
indomitable clan of ranchers carving lives from a
beautiful, hard land while contending with the
bitterness, frailty, and secrets that penetrate
their family. It is a poignant love story, a
powerful epic of struggle and sacrifice, a
celebration of individuality and spirit. Most of
all, it is the story of the Clearys' only daughter,
Meggie, and the haunted priest, Father Ralph de
Bricassart—and the intense joining of two hearts
and souls over a lifetime, a relationship that
dangerously oversteps sacred boundaries of
ethics and dogma.
The Complete Stories of Truman Capote Truman Capote 2012-05-15
A landmark collection that brings together
Truman Capote’s life’s work in the form he
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called his “great love,” The Complete Stories
confirms Capote’s status as a master of the short
story. Ranging from the gothic South to the chic
East Coast, from rural children to aging urban
sophisticates, all the unforgettable places and
people of Capote’s oeuvre are here, in stories as
elegant as they are heartfelt, as haunting as they
are compassionate. Reading them reminds us of
the miraculous gifts of a beloved American
original.
Imitation Is Limitation - John Mason 2004
Drawn from biblical principles, a motivational
guide helps readers break the constraints of selfimposed limitations, as well as limitations
imposed by others, to have a more rewarding
relationship with God, helping them discover
their true spiritual path in life. Original.
Greek Insects - Malcolm Davies 1986

Missouri, it is Nick and Amy Dunne's fifth
wedding anniversary. Presents are being
wrapped and plans are being made when Nick's
clever and beautiful wife disappears. As the
pólice begin to investigate, the town golden boy
parades a series of lies, deceits, and
inappropriate behavior. Nick is oddly evasive,
and he's definitely bitter - but is he really a
killer?
Conversation in the Cathedral - Mario Vargas
Llosa 2005-02-01
A Haunting tale of power, corruption, and the
complex search for identity Conversation in The
Cathedral takes place in 1950s Peru during the
dictatorship of Manuel A. Odría. Over beers and
a sea of freely spoken words, the conversation
flows between two individuals, Santiago and
Ambrosia, who talk of their tormented lives and
of the overall degradation and frustration that
has slowly taken over their town. Through a
complicated web of secrets and historical
references, Mario Vargas Llosa analyzes the
mental and moral mechanisms that govern
power and the people behind it. More than a
historic analysis, Conversation in The Cathedral
is a groundbreaking novel that tackles identity
as well as the role of a citizen and how a lack of
personal freedom can forever scar a people and
a nation.
Spanish Commercial Correspondence and
Technicalities - William N. Cornett 1915

Kevin's Big Book of Emotions - Liesbet
Slegers 2013
Kevin explores a range of feelings commonly
experienced by very young children, in a story
with flaps to lift, game suggestions, and
questions designed to help youngsters become
more aware of their everyday emotions.
The Egyptian - Mika Waltari
2021-11-05T00:00:00Z
First published in the 1940s and widely
condemned as obscene, The Egyptian outsold
every other American novel published that same
year, and remains a classic; readers worldwide
have testified to its life-changing power. It is a
full-bodied re-creation of a largely forgotten era
in the world’s history: an Egypt when pharaohs
contended with the near-collapse of history’s
greatest empire. This epic tale encompasses the
whole of the then-known world, from Babylon to
Crete, from Thebes to Jerusalem, while
centering around one unforgettable figure:
Sinuhe, a man of mysterious origins who rises
from the depths of degradation to get close to
the Pharoah...
Windows to Our Children - Violet Oaklander
1988

Good Omens - Neil Gaiman 2011-06-28
The classic collaboration from the internationally
bestselling authors Neil Gaiman and Terry
Pratchett, soon to be an original series starring
Michael Sheen and David Tennant. ?Season 2 of
Good Omens coming soon! “Good Omens . . . is
something like what would have happened if
Thomas Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo
had collaborated. Lots of literary inventiveness
in the plotting and chunks of very good writing
and characterization. It’s a wow. It would make
one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take
your pick.” —Washington Post According to The
Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter,
Witch (the world's only completely accurate
book of prophecies, written in 1655, before she
exploded), the world will end on a Saturday.
Next Saturday, in fact. Just before dinner. So the
armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is

El Brujito de Gulubu - Maria Elena Walsh
2005-03-01
Gone Girl - Gillian Flynn 2014
On a warm summer morning in North Carthage,
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misery, suffering, fighting, frustration, madness,
suicide, murder -- all kinds of crime.
The Black Book of Colors - Menena Cottin
2008
In a story where the text appears in white letters
on a black background, as well as in braille, and
the illustrations are also raised on a black
surface, Thomas describes how he recognizes
different colors using various senses.
Breakfast of Champions - Kurt Vonnegut
2009-09-23
“Marvelous . . . [Vonnegut] wheels out all the
complaints about America and makes them seem
fresh, funny, outrageous, hateful and
lovable.”—The New York Times In Breakfast of
Champions, one of Kurt Vonnegut’s most
beloved characters, the aging writer Kilgore
Trout, finds to his horror that a Midwest car
dealer is taking his fiction as truth. What follows
is murderously funny satire, as Vonnegut looks
at war, sex, racism, success, politics, and
pollution in America and reminds us how to see
the truth. “Free-wheeling, wild and great . . .
uniquely Vonnegut.”—Publishers Weekly
Memory of Fire - Eduardo Galeano 1989

rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring.
Everything appears to be going according to
Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and
a fast-living demon—both of whom have lived
amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning
and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are
not actually looking forward to the coming
Rapture. And someone seems to have misplaced
the Antichrist . . .
Angela's Ashes - Frank McCourt 2005
A heartfelt account of poverty in Ireland and
emigration to America. -- back cover.
Don't Need Friends - Carolyn Crimi 2001-06
After his best friend moves away, Rat rudely
rebuffs the efforts of the other residents of the
junkyard to be friendly, until he and a grouchy
old dog decide that they need each other.
Reprint.
Diccionario Inglés de la Universidad de Chicago
- University of Chicago 2002
Incorporating new words and meanings from
both languages, the fifth edition of this wellreceived Spanish dictionary offers speakers of
both Spanish and English a valuable bilingual
resource for navigating these languages.
(Reference)
Three by Truman Capote - Truman Capote 1985
Gathers two novels, interviews, and nonfiction
accounts of murder written by the controversial,
New Orleans-born author
Freedom from Illusion - Osho 2019-10
An anthology of the complex issues of the ego,
ambition, power and destructiveness from the
perspective of a contemporary mystic. Osho
shows the way to liberation from the illusions of
the personality through an internal revolution the psychology of the Buddhas. The ego is just
the opposite of your real self. The ego is not you.
It never allows you even a glimpse of your real
authentic self, and your life is there, in your
authenticity. Hence, this ego only produces
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Naked Lunch - William S. Burroughs 2007-12-01
Since its original publication in Paris in 1959,
Naked Lunch has become one of the most
important novels of the twentieth century.
Exerting its influence on the relationship of art
and obscenity, it is one of the books that
redefined not just literature but American
culture. For the Burroughs enthusiast and the
neophyte, this volume—that contains final-draft
typescripts, numerous unpublished
contemporaneous writings by Burroughs, his
own later introductions to the book, and his
essay on psychoactive drugs—is a valuable and
fresh experience of a novel that has lost none of
its relevance or satirical bite.
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